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Over 15 million copies sold in Japan! R to L (Japanese Style). Prince Kail, a young warrior and

sorcerer, and Yuri, a modern-day teen, were thrown together when Queen Nakia drew Yuri across

time and space into the ancient Hittite Empire. When it is the season of the North Star, Prince Kail

has the power to send Yuri home. But the evil queen's plan to murder them both--and their growing

feelings for one another--keep getting in the way!
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Chie Shinohara made her debut in 1981 with "Akai Densetsu" (Red Legend) in Coronet Winter

issue.

I adore this manga! it's reasonably historically accurate, being a manga. It involves the ancient

Hittite Empire and is really quite detailed and a lot of fun to read. It set nearly 4000 years ago and

even involves actual people who lived in that time, though I'm sure the story itself is quite made up.

I adore this manga! it's reasonably historically accurate, being a manga. It involves the ancient

Hittite Empire and is really quite detailed and a lot of fun to read. It set nearly 4000 years ago and

even involves actual people who lived in that time, though I'm sure the story itself is quite made up.

I have been a manga reader since before the time Manga became a mainstream thing in the US.

And out of all the manga that I have read, there are VERY few that I can honestly say I want to pick



up and read over and over again... Red River is one of those manga. (I've already read the first 16

volumes 3 times in a row.) I like an occasional romance novel, particularly set in historical times,

and if you're the kind of person who likes the same, this book is definitely for you.The characters are

wonderfully portrayed. And, while sometimes I wish I could strangle Yuri when it comes to dealing

with Kail, she has some very good things going for her. She is a strong female protagonist who

THINKS. She is not your typical weakling who, when thrust into impossible circumstances, can only

curl into a ball and cry or hang off the neck of her man helplessly. She stands on her own two feet

relatively early on in the book, determined to be more 'help' than 'hinderance' when it comes to

Prince Kail, which I greatly respect about her. Of course, at the begining of the series, she has all

the usual insecurities that a highschool age girl has, and it's a wonderful experience watching her

grow and mature as this series progresses.Prince Kail is pure, godly eye candy, with all the

characteristics of someone you could imagine coming from this time and place. Reading about how

he dodges one political intrigue and scandal after another and manages to keep his head (and

Yuri's) attached will make you eat up one book after another without pausing. The experience of

watching him transform from a 'girl-a-day' playboy to an 'I-only-want-this-woman' kind of man and

the helpless feeling he faces with Yuri determined to return home and leave him forever, are some

of the most enjoyable/heart-wrenching/hair pulling moments this series has to offer. There is not a

single dull moment! Five Stars!

I adore this series. It's imaginative, beautifully illustrated, and well-researched. The characters are

full and fascinating. It's the type of series that pulls the reader in. It has elements of everything,

adventure, horror, but most of all, romance.

This manga is good I like it and want the rest of them. I'm happy with my buy want more.

Love the series, and very glad to receive the booknin good condition.

I understand why people rate the book poorly - you go in thinking the entire book is about the two

main characters only to find they don't make it as the stars of the show even a quarter of the way

through. However, most mangas usually leave you hanging as to what happens to the main

characters. I think that it was the author's intention to not do this. From different vantage points we

are allowed to see what happens to the main characters from their children (in Kikkuri's story)

through two of their granddaughters - the story finishing up, to a degree the Hittite Empire and not



just the two main characters. Honestly, I like seeing where all the sacrifices and toils the the original

characters faced led to in the long run through the extra episodes that followed the story. Each

story, in its own sense, although short, was interesting and continued the original story in a way we

rarely get to experience in such mangas - even if it was somewhat quickly. So, I have no regrets

over the purchase of this last manga and feel satisfied with the story's conclusion. It's original and

change, although poorly accepted at first, is usually embraced once it is more common.

item is ok. Price is , I try to collect all vol of this manga, some volumes are to expensive -.-
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